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Winning tennis matches with fewer
points or games than the opponent

Francesco Lisi∗, Matteo Grigoletto and Tommaso Canesso
Department of Statistical Sciences, University of Padua, Italy

Abstract. Due to its unique scoring system, in tennis it is possible to win a match with fewer points or fewer games than the
opponent. This scoring quirk has been called Quasi-Simpson paradox (QSP) and has been analyzed by Wright et al. (2013)
for the years 1990–2011. This work follows up that of Wright et al. (2013) and extends it in that: i) the QSP is studied for
different, and more recent, years (2012–2017), allowing a time comparison; ii) QSP is considered with respect to games as
well as to points; iii) it considers both men and women; iv) the significance of the results is verified by means of statistical
tests; v) it analyzes also the difference of won points, between the winner and the loser, when QSP occurs; vi) QSP is studied
also through Monte Carlo simulations allowing to analyze QSP excluding any possible players’ strategy. The simulative
approach allows us to solve the seeming “Federer paradox”.
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1. Introduction

A tennis match comprises two to five sets. A set
consists of games, and games, in turn, consist of
points. The match is won by the player who first wins
2 sets in a "best of three" match or 3 sets in a "best of
five" match. To win a set a player must win at least
6 games, with at least 2 games more than the oppo-
nent. In tournaments where the tie-break applies, at
the score of 6-6 a seven-point game concludes the
set. Finally, to win a game a player must win at
least 4 points, with at least 2 points more than the
opponent.

This triple nested scoring system implies that not
all points weigh in the same way. As a consequence,
occasionally, the loser can win more points, or also
more games, than the winner. This scoring quirk has
been called “Quasi-Simpson paradox” (QSP hence-
forth).

∗Corresponding author: Francesco Lisi, Department of Statis-
tical Sciences, University of Padua, Italy. E-mail: francesco.lisi@
unipd.it.

Tennis is not the only sport in which QSP can
occur: all sports having a “best of N” scoring system,
as for example volleyball and table tennis, are sub-
ject to QSP. Moreover, some specifications of QSP
are present also in other sports; see, for examples,
Wardrop (1995) or Matheson (2007). However, the
three-level scoring system of tennis allows QSP to
appear at different stages.

The first and – to the best of our knowledge –
also the unique work that considered this scoring
quirk was that of Wright etal. (2013). In their paper
they analyzed 61, 000 professional tennis matches
of men players, from 1991 to 2011. They found
that, globally, 4.52% of matches were identified as
instances of QSP. They also analyzed the number
of winning and losing QSP instances for 72 play-
ers, with at least 20 QSP matches in their career.
Surprisingly, they found that the tennis legend and
multiple record holder, Roger Federer, is the lead-
ing example of a winning loser in the sense that
he lost most of the QSP matches played in his
career. This was defined the Federer paradox and
led some websites to claim sentences like “What
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Every Pro Tennis Player Does Better Than Roger
Federer”1.

Wright etal. (2013) and several specialized mag-
azines and websites (for example Lawrence 2013)
suggest that the occurrence of QSP in professional
tennis matches can be due to a micro-level strat-
egy of players. According to this explanation, some
players choose to exert less efforts during specific
periods of a match because they feel more conve-
nient to rest and save energies. This kind of strategy
should apply mainly to powerful servers who, espe-
cially after obtaining break, might prefer not to spend
too much energy during the opponent’s service game.
To support this explanation an interview with John
Isner is often quoted, where the player explained he
often adopts this strategy. However, that of the Amer-
ican giant can be considered a limit case, because the
importance of the service in his tennis is huge and
this can justify such a choice. In general, however, it
is questionable whether this strategy can be applied
to the majority of professional players, used to play
any point as it is.

Another, simpler, explanation of this phenomenon
is its statistical nature that, jointly with the tennis
scoring system, implies a given percentage of occur-
rences of QSP. To consider this viewpoint, in this
paper we analyze the QSP in tennis using both real
and simulated data.

The present work follows up that of Wright etal.
(2013) and extends it because: i) the QSP is stud-
ied for different, and more recent, years (2012–2017)
allowing also a time comparison; ii) QSP is consid-
ered with respect to games as well as to points; iii) it
considers both men and women; iv) the significance
of the results is verified by means of statistical tests; v)
it analyzes also the difference of won points, between
the winner and the loser, when QSP occurs; vi) QSP
is studied also through Monte Carlo simulations thus
warranting the observation of QSP excluding any pos-
sible players’ strategy or specific features; vii) it gives
an explanation of the seeming “Federer paradox”.

Differently from Wright etal. (2013), we did not
consider differences among surface types, except
when performing tests on their results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2 the datasets used in this work are described;
Section 3 contains the description of the statistical
test applied to assess the significance of differences.

1 https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2014/01/
what-every-pro-tennis-player-does-better-than-roger-federer/
283007/

The analyses of QSP for real matches, both for men
and women, are carried out in Section 4. In particu-
lar, Sections 4.1 and 4.2 consider, respectively, the
QSP at points and games level, while Section 4.3
concerns the difference of points in case of QSP.
Section 5 is devoted to Monte Carlo simulations,
under the hypothesis that points are i.i.d. Analy-
ses at individual-level are carried out in Section 6.
An overall discussion and conclusions are given
in Section 7.

2. The datasets

This work analyzes instances of QSP in profes-
sional tennis matches, with respect to points and with
respect to games, both for men and women. When
analyzing the QSP in games, only the final scores are
needed. This kind of information is easy to find and
we retrieved it from the tennis-data website2.

For men, the final scores of all the matches played
in the ATP world tour from January 2000 to March
2017 have been downloaded. These include the Grand
Slam championships, all played best of five sets, and
the Master 1000, the ATP500 and ATP250 tourna-
ments, played best of three sets. Davis Cup’s matches
have not been included. The total number of matches
for men is 46, 083, of which 8, 509 are played at best
of five sets and 37, 574 at best of three sets. The best of
three sets matches are further divided in two classes:
the Master 1000 matches (9, 689) and the union of
ATP500 and ATP250 matches (27, 885). This classi-
fication is motivated by the decreasing importance of
tournaments.

Likewise, for women we considered all the data
available on the website, which cover the Grand
Slam championships, the Premier and the Interna-
tional tournaments for the period January 2007 –
March 2017. The total number of matches is 26, 008,
of which 5, 461 refer to Grand Slam’s matches, 9, 884
to Premier’s matches and 10, 663 to International’s
matches. For women all tournaments are played best
of three sets.

To analyze QSP at points level, we need to know
the number of points won and lost by the two play-
ers in each match. This piece of information was not
available in the tennis-data website, thus we retrieved
it from the OnCourt database3. For this analysis all

2 http://www.tennis-data.co.uk/alldata.php
3 OnCourt is a piece of software including data for all matches

played since 1990. For more details, see http://www.oncourt.info.
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the matches in the period January 2012 – March
2017, both for men and women, have been con-
sidered. For men, this amounts to 11, 353 matches,
of which 4, 453 are Grand Slam’s matches, 3, 847
are Master 1000’s matches and 3, 053 are ATP500
or ATP250 matches. For women, there are 8, 868
matches, composed by 2, 622 Grand Slam’s matches,
3, 174 Premier’s matches and 3, 072 International’s
matches.

We have chosen to study QSP at points level for
this relatively short period because the period 1990 –
2011 was already studied by Wright etal. (2013). In
Section 4.1, their results will be compared with ours
to evaluate the time evolution of the phenomenon.

3. Assessing significance

A distinctive feature of this work is the use of sta-
tistical tests to assess the significance of differences
between observed percentages of QSP occurrences.
The probability of the occurrence of a given number
of QSP in n matches can be described by a binomial
distribution, Bin(n, p) where p is the “true” proba-
bility that a QSP arises.

Now, suppose we have k samples of sizes n1, ..., nk

each from an independent binomial distribution
Bin(ni, pi) (i = 1, ..., k). Let si and s = ∑k

i=1 si rep-
resent the number of occurrences in the i-th sample
and over n = ∑k

i=1 ni observations, respectively. To
test the null hypothesis H0 : p1 = ... = pk (versus
H1 : pi /= pj for at least one i /= j), the likelihood
ratio (LR) test is used. The test statistic is given by
minus twice the log-ratio between the maximum con-
strained likelihood under the null hypothesis, L̂0, and
the maximum unconstrained likelihood, L̂1. Under
H0, and asymptotically, the test follows a Chi-square
distribution with k − 1 degrees of freedom (see e.g.
Wasserman, 2004, theorem 10.22, p. 164):

D = −2 log
(
L̂0/L̂1

) = 2
(

log L̂1 − log L̂0

) ·∼ χ2
k−1 .

(1)
Let p be the common probability under H0. The

constrained likelihood under the null hypothesis is

L0(p) = ps(1 − p)n−s ,

while the unconstrained likelihood is

L1(p1, ..., pk) =
k∏

i=1

p
si
i (1 − pi)

ni−si .

The maximum likelihood estimators of pi and p are
p̂i = si/ni and p̂ = s/n (see e.g. Wasserman, 2004,

theorem 14.5, p. 236). Thus, the test statistic D in
equation (1) becomes

D = 2 (log L1(p̂1, ..., p̂k) − log L0(p̂))
·∼ χ2

k−1 .

(2)
The null hypothesis is accepted when D < χ2

k−1,1−α,

with χ2
k−1,α being the α quantile of a χ2

k−1 distribu-
tion.

4. Real data

4.1. Winning with fewer points

In this section, the occurrence of QSP at points
level (QSP-P from now on) is analyzed. Thus, we
count how often a player wins a match with fewer
points than his/her opponent or, equivalently, how
often a player loses a match winning more points
than his/her opponent.

From now on, for the sake of simplicity, best of
three and best of five sets matches will be referred to
as Bof3 and Bof5.

Percentage occurrences of QSP-P for men are
listed in Table 1, divided for type of tournament.
Although years and matches are different from those
considered by Wright etal. (2013), the percentage of
total matches that exhibit QSP-P, 4.41%, is incredi-
bly close to that found by Wright etal. (2013), which
was 4.52%. Thus, although infrequent, QSP-P is not
a so rare event in tennis as other ones (O’Donoghue
2013). In Grand Slam matches, coinciding with Bof5
matches, QSP-P occurs only 4.02% of times. The per-
centage increases to 4.42% for ATP500 or ATP250
matches and to 4.89% for Master 1000 matches. The
weighted mean for Bof3 matches is 4.68%.

For our data, occurrence of QSP-P is more frequent
in Bof3 than in Bof5 matches, which is the opposite
of what Wright etal. (2013) found. However, when
testing the significance of the differences between the
two percentages, using test (2), a p-value of 0.103
is obtained. Thus, this difference is not statistically
significant.

Putting together our results with those in the lit-
erature has allowed us to analyze and test the time
evolution of QSP-P. The first three rows of Table 2
contain the percentage values observed by Wright
etal. (2013), while the fourth row shows the percent-
age found in this work. The global average percentage
of QSP-P, weighted by the number of matches in each
period, is also shown. The percentages in the four
periods range from 4.18 to 4.78, without highlighting
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Table 1

Men: percentage of matches won with fewer points than the
opponent

Tournament n. of matches Percentage

Grand Slam 4,453 4.02
Master 1000 3,847 4.89
ATP 500/250 3,053 4.42

Total 11,353 4.41

Best of 5 4,453 4.02
Best of 3 6,900 4.68

Table 2

Men: percentage of QSP occurrence at points level for different

periods. Results for the period 1991–2011 are those of Wright

etal. (2013)

Period n. of matches percentage

1991–1997 23,053 4.78

1998–2004 20,037 4.53

2005–2011 18,699 4.18

2012–2017 11,353 4.41

Weighted average 4.50

any specific pattern. The hypothesis that there is no
difference among the occurrence probabilities in the
four periods has been assessed through the LR test.
This has led to a p-value close to 1, so that differences
among periods are highly not significant.

In their paper, Wright etal. (2013) analyzed QSP-P
also in four types of surfaces: carpet, clay, grass and
hard. They found that the percentages of instances of
QSP-P for these surfaces are 4.54%, 4.31%, 4.92%
and 4.57%, respectively. Despite the slightly higher
percentage for grass, the test for equal probabilities
leads to a p-value of 0.17. Thus, differences are not
significant. We can therefore conclude that, for men
players, the probability of occurrence of QSP-P does
not change with surface or type of tournament and has
not changed in the last 25 years. As in these years ten-
nis equipment and materials, on the other hand, have
largely changed, and the importance of service has
become more and more relevant, the previous results
cast a doubt on the real causes of QSP-P occurrence,
suggesting that it could be nothing but a statistical
scoring quirk.

Table 3 lists the empirical percentage of QSP-P
instances in women matches. For women, all tourna-
ments are played Bof3. With respect to men, results
for female matches highlight two main differences:
the occurrence of QSP-P is 26% lower than that for

Table 3

Women: percentage of matches won with fewer points than the
opponent

Tournament n. of matches percentage

Grand Slam 2,622 2.63
Premier 3,174 3.78
International 3,072 3.20

Total 8,868 3.24

Grand Slam 2,622 2.63
Other 6,246 3.49

men and the difference between Grand Slam’s and
other matches is more pronounced. These two fea-
tures are supported also by the application of the
LR test (2). Indeed, testing the equality of occur-
rence probabilities in Grand Slam matches and other
matches, leads to a p-value of 0.033. Likewise,
when comparing the overall probabilities of QSP-P
in men’s and women’s matches, the resulting p-value
is less than 0.001. Thus both these differences are
significant at 5% significance level. As results of Sec-
tion 5 show that P(QSP-P) is inversely related to
the difference in the level of the players, a natural
explanation could be that – on average – the differ-
ence between high-rank players and mid- or low-rank
players is more important for women than for men.
Typically, major tournaments involve higher-rank
players, hence the difference.

4.2. Winning with fewer games

In this section the occurrence of QSP with respect
to games (from now on QSP-G) in professional play-
ers’ matches is studied. In this situation, a player
wins a match winning, globally, fewer games than
the opponent. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first time this specific issue has been considered.

Notice that the dataset used for QSP-G analyses
is different from that used for QSP-P and it covers
a much wider period of time. Absolute and percent-
age frequencies of QSP-G in our dataset are listed in
Table 4, for men, and Table 5, for women. Table 4
also distinguishes between Bof3 and Bof5 matches.

For men, globally, QSP-G occurs in 2.15% of
matches, while for women 1.85% of matches. Both
for men and for women, the occurrence of QSP-G
is less frequent than QSP-P. However, moving from
points level to games level, the relative frequency of
QSP reduces more for men (−52%) than for women
(−43%). On the other hand, when considering the dif-
ference between Bof3 and Bof5 matches (for men),
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Table 4

Men: percentage of matches won with fewer games than the
opponent

Tournament n. of matches percentage

Grand Slam 8,509 1.96
Master 1000 9,689 2.15
ATP 250/500 27,885 2.18

Total 46,083 2.15

Best of 5 8,509 1.96
Best of 3 37,574 2.17

Table 5

Women: percentage of matches won with fewer games than the
opponent

Tournament n. of matches percentage

Grand Slam 5,461 1.28
Premier 9,884 2.13
International 10,663 1.89

Total 26,008 1.85

Grand Slam 5,461 1.28
Others 20,547 2.00

the reduction of the relative frequency is roughly the
same (−53% and −51%, respectively).

For men, as for QSP-P, the occurrence of QSP-
G in Bof5 matches is less frequent (1.96%) than in
Bof3 matches (2.17%). However, test (2) yields a p-
value of 0.233, suggesting that there is no difference
between the probabilities of QSP-G in Bof3 and Bof5
matches.

Table 5 shows the observed percentage occur-
rences of QSP-G for women. QSP-G concerns 1.28%
of Grand Slam matches and 2.00% of other tourna-
ments matches. Differently from men, the LR test
rejects the hypothesis of no difference with a p-
value of 0.033. Thus, for matches played in the
Grand Slam championships, QSP-G has a signifi-
cantly lower probability to occur.

4.3. Difference of points

We further investigate QSP-P by analyzing the dif-
ference d between the number of points won by the
loser and the winner when QSP-P arises. Beside d we
also consider the difference in percentage of points
won, dpct. For this kind of analysis, we distinguish
only between Bof3 and Bof5 matches.

Table 6 lists, both for d and dpct, the mean values
(d̄ and dpct ), the quantiles 0.95 and 0.98 (d0.95, d0.98,
dpct0.95 and dpct0.98) and the maximum observed

value (dmax, dpctmax). For men, QSP-Ps played in
Bof5 matches arise with higher values of d than those
played in Bof3 matches. The values of d for women
are only slightly lower than those for men. In most
cases the spread is less than ten points, both for Bof3
and Bof5 QSP-P instances, corresponding to two or
three games. In percentage terms, however, for Bof5
the spread can almost reach 20%.

5. Simulations

To have a deeper insight of QSP we resort to Monte
Carlo simulations (see Newton and Aslam, 2009,
Baca, 2015). The use of simulations also allows us to
analyze QSP excluding any possible voluntary strat-
egy and, thus, to compare observed results with those
expected under the hypothesis of absence of inten-
tional behavior of players. Using the R environment,
suitable functions that “play” probabilistic matches
between players A and B have been written. The
starting point is pi = Prob(Player i wins a point at
service), with i = A, B. Clearly, if pA is the prob-
ability that player A wins a point at his own service,
1 − pA is the probability that player B wins a point
when returning, and vice versa.

During the development of the match, we assume
that points are i.i.d. conditionally on the server.
Although this assumption could seem too strong,
literature pointed out it can be considered a good
approximation (Klaassen and Magnus, 2001).

Simulations distinguish between Bof3 and Bof5
matches, but also assume that at the 6-6 score a tie-
break is always played. While it is well known this is
not true for all championships4, we do not think final
results will be affected.

The probability of winning a point depends on
the players’ skills to serve (servi) but also on
how well their opponents return (retj), so that we
can write pA = (servA − retB) and pB = (servB −
retA). As these features depend on both pA and
pB, one should consider different simulations for
each couple (pA, pB). To summarize the results,
and following Klaassen Magnus (2014), we con-
sider two new parameters: δ = pA − pB and γ =
pA + pB. Since δ = pA − pB = (servA + retA) −
(servB + retB), it represents the quality difference

4 For example, up to October 2018, at Wimbledon, Roland Gar-

ros and Australian Open, there was not tie-break in the fifth set.

In October 2018 it was introduced at Wimbledon at the score of

12 − 12.
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Table 6

Absolute (d) and percentage (dpctc) differences in points between winner and loser when a QSP-P occurs. d̄ = mean value, d0.95 = quantile

0.95, d0.98 = quantile 0.98 and dmax = maximum value. The same for dpct.

Best of 3 sets Best of 5 sets

d d̄ d0.95 d0.98 dmax d̄ d0.95 d0.98 dmax

Men 4.3 11.0 13.0 25.0 5.6 15.0 20.0 36.0

Women 3.7 9.0 11.0 14.0 – – – –

dpct dpct dpct0.95 dpct0.98 dpctmax dpct dpct0.95 dpct0.98 dpctmax

Men 2.3 5.6 6.8 11.0 2.2 5.7 8.0 19.2

Women 1.9 4.9 5.9 7.0 – – – –

between the two players. Likewise, as γ = pA +
pB = (servA − retA) + (servB − retB), it represents
the sum of serve-return difference for both players.
There are two main advantages in considering γ and
δ: i) they are related to each other much less than pA

and pB and ii) Klaassen and Magnus showed that the
probability of winning (or losing) a set or a match
depends primarily on δ. In a moment we will see that
in our case this is true for |δ|.

Although in principle δ can vary in (−1, 1) and γ

in (0, 2), in the simulations we consider δ ∈ (0, 0.4)
and γ ∈ (0.9, 1.5), which are the relevant ranges in
practice. In particular, only positive values of δ are
considered because in the simulations the sign of δ

simply depends on which player is "player A" and,
in practice, what is relevant is the absolute difference
in the players’ quality.

For each given (δ, γ) couple, 20, 000 Bof3 and
Bof5 matches are simulated and the percentages of
QSP-P and QSP-G occurrences are recorded. By
replicating the 20, 000 runs several times we found
the Monte Carlo variability to be small and not affect-
ing the conclusions.

Figure 1 summarizes the results. For each given
value of γ , it includes the curve describing the prob-
ability (×100) of the QSP-P occurrence as a function

of δ. The collection of all curves for 0.9 ≤ γ ≤ 1.5
gives the thickness of the curve. It is clear that the
probability of QSP-P occurrence depends mainly on
δ and only marginally on γ , both for Bof3 and Bof5
matches. For very small δ, corresponding to almost
equally strong players, the probability of the QSP-P
occurrence is lower for Bof3 matches than for Bof5
matches, reaching 8%. However, in the latter case,
when δ increases, this probability decreases more
quickly than in the former case. As an example, for
δ = 0.1 the estimated probability of QSP-P occur-
rence is around 2.5% for Bof3 matches and around
1.8% for Bof5 matches.

Figure 2 shows the equivalent representation for
QSP-G. Also in this case the qualitative behavior of
P(QSP-G) is the same as P(QSP-P) but the occurrence
of QSP-G is less frequent than that of QSP-P and the
difference between Bof3 and Bof5 matches is more
marked.

We would also like to remark that, while the effect
of γ is minor, we found that there appears to be
increasing monotonicity with respect to γ , especially
for the probability of QSP-P.

Results of simulations are useful as a benchmark
for the occurrence of QSP in a framework without any
strategy. Ideally, a fair comparison between empiri-
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Fig. 1. Estimated probability (×100) of QSP-P based on 20,000 simulated matches. Left: best of 3; right: best of 5.

Fig. 2. Estimated probability of Simpson’s effect with respect to games. Left: best of 3; right: best of 5.

Fig. 3. Distributions of P(QSP-P) (left) and P(QSP-G) (right) obtained with 1000 Monte Carlo replications of the experiment with random pA

and pB. Horizontal lines correspond to 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles of the distribution. Large red dots represent the observed percentages

of QSP, which lie at the 7.8th and 88.7th percentile of the P(QSP-P) and P(QSP-G) distributions, respectively.

cal and simulated data would require to identify, first,
average values (over all players in the ATP rankings)
of pA and pB, say p̄A and p̄B. Then, results of sim-
ulated matches with p̄A and p̄B should be compared
with the empirical ones. However, this approach is
very demanding because, in order to estimate p̄A

and p̄B, estimates of pA and pB for player couples

covering all the ATP rankings are required. This, in
turn, implies the availability of a large amount of
point-by-point data. For this reason, here we follow a
different strategy: the same number of matches as that
observed in the real sample is simulated (see Table 2
for points and Table 4 for games). In each simula-
tion, pA and pB are randomly chosen according to
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Table 7

Difference in percentage of points won by winner and loser when a QSP-P occurs. Number of simulated matches: 50,000. dpct mean value,

dpct0.95 = quantile 0.95, dpct0.98 = quantile 0.98 and dpctmax = maximum value

Best of 3 sets Best of 5 sets

pA pB dpct dpct0.95 dpct0.98 dpctmax dpct dpct0.95 dpct0.98 dpctmax

0.64 0.65 1.9 4.6 5.6 10.1 1.5 3.8 4.6 7.9

0.64 0.74 2.3 5.6 6.7 10.7 2.2 5.5 6.6 9.6

0.64 0.79 3.0 7.2 8.3 11.9 3.1 6.7 7.5 10.5

0.58 0.59 1.9 4.8 5.8 8.7 1.5 3.8 4.7 7.5

0.58 0.68 2.1 5.1 5.9 9.0 1.9 4.9 6.0 8.6

0.58 0.73 2.6 6.4 7.5 8.8 2.6 6.2 6.8 10.0

0.54 0.55 1.8 4.5 5.3 9.1 1.5 3.9 4.7 8.2

0.54 0.65 2.2 5.4 6.7 10.2 2.0 4.7 5.7 8.0

0.54 0.69 2.5 6.0 7.1 9.9 2.5 5.8 6.4 8.8

a uniform distribution in the range (0.5, 0.75) (i.e.
pA, pB ∼ U(0.5, 0.75)). Then, the match is “played”
Bof3 or Bof5 with a probability given by the propor-
tion of Bof3 or Bof5 matches observed in the real
sample. Figure 3 shows the box-plots representing
the distributions of P(QSP-P) (left) and P(QSP-G)
(right) obtained with 1000 Monte Carlo replications
of this experiment. We see that the observed per-
centages of QSP are well within the Monte Carlo
distributions, confirming that the observed frequen-
cies are consistent with the “no strategy hypothesis”.

We notice that, as Figs. 1 and 2 point out, what
really matters is the value of |pA − pB| rather than
the value of pA or pB themselves. Thus, considering,
e.g., a U(0.55, 0.8) instead of a U(0.5, 0.75) would
not change conclusions significantly. We believe that
|pA − pB| ∈ (0, 0.25) is enough to describe the com-
plex real situation, because a δ equal to 0.25 strongly
affects the probability of winning the match.

The simulative approach allows to also consider
another related issue: when a QSP-P occurs, how
large is the point difference? In order to answer
this question, 20, 000 matches are simulated and
each time a QSP-P occurs the difference d in points
between the winner and the loser is recorded. Even
here results depend on pA and pB. In the simulations,
for simplicity, we consider pA = 0.64, 0.58, 0.54
and pB = pA + 0.01, pA + 0.1, pA + 0.15, corre-
sponding to a small, large and very large difference
between the two probabilities.

The mean difference in points won by opponents
when a Simpson match occurs ranges from 3.6 to
6.2, depending on pA and pB, for Bof3 matches and
from 4.8 to 10 for Bof5 matches. The maximum
difference in points ranges from 15 to 23 for Bof3

matches and from 23 to 34 for Bof5 matches corre-
sponding, respectively, to around 5 games and around
6-7 games. Table 7 lists the mean value, the quantiles
0.95 and 0.98 of the distribution and the maximum
observed value, for Bof3 and Bof5 matches for dpct,
the difference in percentage of points won in a Simp-
son match. Results for the considered couples of pA

and pB point out that, in percentage, there are not
large differences between Bof3 an Bof5 matches and
differences never exceed 12%.

6. Individual-level analyses

In this section we study the QSP at individual level
by considering the percentage of winning (winning a
match with fewer points) and losing (losing a match
with more points) QSP matches, conditionally to an
occurrence of QSP. The final goal is to analyze more
in depth the reasons underlying the occurrences of
winning and losing QSP, in particular for players with
a predominance of winning (or losing) QSP. These
reasons could be intentional, for example the choice
of some strategy, or unconscious, for example the
ability to perform well under pressure, as in this case
players win the games they have to win (or vice versa).
Players who often lose despite winning more points
or games could be those who “choke” under pressure.

However, these interpretations are not always
based on clear arguments. Also, they are not so imme-
diate because they refer to a phenomenon which, for
its nature, is relatively rare and, thus, undersampled.
How to explain, for example, the astonishing result
found by Wright etal. (2013), that Roger Federer
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is the player with the worst ratio of winning/losing
QSP? Does this really suggest that Federer has a poor
winning attitude? And, in this case, how can this coex-
ist with the shiny career of Federer and the incredible
results he has reached over the last 15 years?

We start our analyses by updating the statistics by
Wright etal. (2013). They considered 72 players that
in their career played at least 20 QSP matches until
the end of 2011. For each player, the total number of
matches in the sample ranged from 201 to 927, with
an average size of around 570 matches. We update
these statistics for players who took part in at least 100
matches after 2011: we found thirteen such players,
listed in Table 8. For each of these thirteen players,
Table 8 lists the total number of matches in the sam-
ple, and the number and percentage of winning and
losing QSP matches. These pieces of information are
divided into three periods: 1991–2011 (results found
by Wright etal. (2013)), 2012–2017 (new results) and
the whole period 1991–2017. This allows us to study
how results change in different periods and, thus,
their stability as well as the effect of the sample size.
In general, increasing the sample size (period 1991–
2017) tends to balance the percentage of winning and
losing QSP. However, there are cases for which the
percentage of winning and losing QSP completely
reverses in the period 2012–2017: some examples
are Nadal, Isner, Stepanek and Verdasco. For Nadal
the percentage of winning QSP changes from 70%
over 613 matches to around 56% over 1025 matches.
Likewise, for Isner, the extraordinary 80% of win-
ning QSP over 201 matches drops to 59% over 590
matches. This suggests that the variability of these
percentages is high and that only a very long sequence
of matches can lead to stable results.

The player with the highest number of matches is
Federer (1344): in this case the results for the period
1991–2017 are not so different from those of the
period 1991–2011. As this latter period consisted of
more than 900 matches, this is not strange. What is
strange, in some sense, is that the negative record of
Federer persists also in the period 2012–2017.

To better understand this negative record, we used
Monte Carlo simulations to study the occurrences of
winning and losing QSP. As before, this approach
relies only on the probabilities of winning a point at
his own service (pA and pB), while keeping out any
strategy and all specific features of the two players
(attitude, psychological aspects, etc.).

For pA ∈ 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.70, and letting δ =
pA − pB vary in the interval [−0.15, 0.15], we
played 50, 000 matches and computed the num-

Table 8

Winning and losing QSP for some professional players for differ-

ent periods. N.matches=total matches analyzed; WS=number of

winning QSP matches; LS=number of losing QSP matches; %WS

and %LS=percentages of winning and losing QSP matches with

respect to the total number of QSP matches

Years n.matches WS LS % WS % LS

Davydenko 1991–2011 927 4 24 14.3 85.7

2012–2018 106 0 1 0 100

1991–2018 1033 4 25 13.8 86.2

Federer 1991–2011 927 4 24 14.3 85.7

2012–2018 417 3 9 25.0 75.0

1991–2018 1344 7 33 17.5 82.5

Isner 1991–2011 201 19 5 79.2 20.8

2012–2018 389 17 20 45.9 41.0

1991–2018 590 36 25 59.0 44.1

Haas 1991–2011 649 19 15 55.9 44.1

2012–2018 180 3 2 60.0 40.0

1991–2018 829 22 17 56.4 43.6

Hewitt 1991–2011 673 15 11 57.7 42.3

2012–2018 125 4 4 50.0 50.0

1991–2018 798 19 15 55.8 44.2

Lopez 1991–2011 499 21 6 77.8 22.2

2012–2018 348 14 14 50.0 50.0

1991–2018 847 35 20 63.6 36.4

Monfils 1991–2011 338 12 8 60.0 40.0

2012–2018 305 7 4 63.6 46.4

1991–2018 643 19 12 61.3 38.7

Nadal 1991–2011 613 14 6 70.0 30.0

2012–2018 412 4 8 33.3 66.7

1991–2018 1025 18 14 56.2 43.8

Nieminen 1991–2011 493 17 12 58.6 41.4

2012–2018 223 5 3 62.5 37.5

1991–2018 716 22 15 59.5 40.5

Robredo 1991–2011 643 28 9 75.7 24.3

2012–2018 285 8 5 61.5 38.5

1991–2018 928 36 14 72.0 28.0

Stepanek 1991–2011 488 11 9 55.0 45.0

2012–2018 236 2 7 22.2 77.8

1991–2018 724 13 16 44.8 55.2

Verdasco 1991–2011 579 12 10 50.5 45.5

2012–2018 337 5 14 26.3 73.7

1991–2018 840 14 27 34.1 65.9

Youzhny 1991–2011 503 9 13 40.9 59.1

2012–2018 341 12 10 54.5 45.5

1991–2018 844 21 23 47.7 52.3

ber and the percentage of winning and losing QSP
matches. Repeating the experiment several times, we
found 50, 000 runs to be sufficient to make the Monte
Carlo variability negligible with respect to our con-
clusions. The percentages are described in Fig. 4,
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Fig. 4. Estimated probability of winning (full line) and losing (dashed line) QSP Bof3 matches for (clockwise) pA = 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.70

as a function of δ = pA − pB.

for Bof3 matches, and in Fig. 5, for Bof5 matches.
Results are very interesting; indeed, one could believe
that if player A is much stronger than player B, he
will experience many more winning than losing QSP
(conditionally to the occurrence of QSPs). Actually,
the opposite occurs. Consider, for example, Fig. 4: the
four panels show the percentage of winning QSP (full
line) and the percentage of losing QSP (dashed line)
for pA = 0.55, 0.60, 0.65 and 0.70 - clockwise - as
function of δ. Positive values of δ mean that player A
is stronger than player B. As we can see, the larger δ is,
the smaller the probability to observe a winning QSP
match. For example, for pA = 0.65 and δ = 0.15 the
expected percentage of losing QSP matches is 80%.
This finding, which is even stronger for Bof5 matches,
is counterintuitive but can be explained by the fact
that, when player A is much stronger than player
B, he usually wins the match with more, rather than
with less, points. In this situation, also the number of
QSP occurrences strongly decreases: for example for
pA = 0.65 and δ = 0.15, we found 0.93% of QSP
occurrences for Bof3 matches and only 0.39% for
Bof5.

The results of our simulations shed a new light in
the interpretation of the negative record of Federer.

Indeed, according to our analyses, his predominance
of losing QSP matches is not necessarily a signal of
weakness but, on the contrary, jointly to his uncom-
mon results, can be read as an evidence of strength
and superiority.

7. Discussion and conclusions

The aim of this paper was to follow-up the work of
Wright etal. (2013) for a more in-depth comprehen-
sion of the quasi-Simpson paradox in tennis.

To this end, new data have been considered, mea-
suring QSP with respect to both points and games.
Results have been also analyzed jointly to those found
by Wright etal. (2013) in order to assess the statistical
significance of the differences.

For men players, and referring to QSP-P, our find-
ings are fully in line with those of Wright etal. (2013)
and confirm that QSP-P occurs in around 4.5% of
matches. This percentage reduces to 2.15% when
QSP-G is considered. Statistical LR tests for multiple
equal proportions suggest that there are not signifi-
cant differences – at the 5% level – in the percentage
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Fig. 5. Estimated probability of winning (full line) and losing (dashed line) QSP Bof5 matches for (clockwise) pA = 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.70

as a function of δ = pA − pB.

occurrence of QSP-P and QSP-G when considering
different surfaces, or different kinds of tournaments,
or Bof3 and Bof5 matches. Likewise, the analysis
of the percentage instances of QSP-P in different
sub-periods leads to accept the hypothesis of no dif-
ference, suggesting that there were no changes for
this phenomenon.

For women, QSP takes place less frequently than
for men: in 3.2% of matches for QSP-P and in 1.85%
of times for QSP-G. These percentages are signifi-
cantly lower – at the 5% level – than those for men.
Moreover, differently than for men, the test for equal
proportions rejects the hypothesis of no difference
between Grand Slam matches and other tournaments
matches, both for QSP-P and for QSP-G. This dif-
ference can be due to the different role played by the
service between men and women.

QSP has been also studied through Monte
Carlo simulations under the hypothesis of i.i.d.
points. Results show that the statistical features
of the data generating process together with the
three level scoring system of tennis, is enough
to explain the observed occurrences of QSP-
P and QSP-G. Even the distribution of the
difference of points in case of simulated QSP matches

is quite similar to that empirically observed. Thus,
although there is no formal evidence, our results
hint that the occurrence of QSP is not due to a player’s
voluntary strategy but can be considered simply as a
statistical quirk of tennis’ scoring system.

As to the Federer paradox, our findings suggest
that his apparently negative record can also be read,
in the opposite way, as a clue of his superiority.
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